
organization, Croatian 

Academy of America, 

met to define the ways 

of closer cooperation 

in the area of publishing 

the Journal for Croatian 

Studies and promoting 

knowledge and pro-

jects dealing with Croa-

tia.  

Finally, I would like to 

share that our long-

time Bulletin editor 

Nancy Crenshaw has 

stepped down from 

this duty. We would 

like to thank Nancy for 

many years of service 

and for her editorial 

contributions.   

With ASEEES confer-

ence round the corner 

I hope to see many of 

you at various panels, 

and at our business 

meeting and dinner. 

With best wishes, 

Aida Vidan  

  

Dear ACS members and 

friends,   

From November 21 - 24, 

2013, Boston Marriott 

Copley Place (110 Hunt-

ington Avenue) will host 

ASEEES convention 

which this year has the 

overarching theme enti-

tled “Revolution.” As 

usual, we have included 

in this Bulletin a list of 

panels and round tables 

in which our members 

are participating as well 

as those that may be of 

general interest. ACS’s 

business meeting will 

take place on November 

22, Friday at 7:00 p.m. in 

Columbus Room of Boston 

Marriott Copley Place.  

From there we will pro-

ceed to ACS’s traditional 

annual dinner and enjoy 

Mediterranean cuisine at 

Vlora Boston Back Bay 

Restaurant on 545 Boyl-

ston Street at 8 p.m. 
http://www.vloraboston.com/. 

The restaurant is within a 

walking distance to the 

conference hotel.  

In addition, please join us 

for the Central and East 

Europeanists networking 

event and drinks at Bar 

10 (10 Huntington Ave-

nue, Boston, on the 

lobby level of the 

Westin), Saturday, No-

vember 23 at 8:30 p.m. 

As most of you know, 

we have established an 

ACS electronic mail list 

acs-list@lists.fas.harvard.edu 

which should facilitate 

our communication and 

simplify organizational 

matters. In addition, last 

April board members of 

the ACS and our sister 
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Madeline Albright’s tenure as U.S. Ambassador to the 

United Nations and as Secretary of State coincided 

with some of the most dramatic, turbulent and tragic 

years in the history of Croatia and Bosnia and Herze-

govina.  In those roles, she became intimately involved 

with the diplomatic struggles surrounding the estab-

lishment of the independence of both states. 

Her father, Josef Korbel (1909-1977), played an impor-

tant part in the diplomatic relations of both Royalist 

and Communist Yugoslavia, serving first as Czechoslo-

vakia’s press attaché to the Kingdom of Yugoslavia 

(1937-1938) then as democratic Czechoslovakia’s min-

ister to the Federal People’s Republic of Yugoslavia 

(1945-1948).  Later as an exile in the United States, he 

wrote a book about the country, Tito’s Communism 

(University of Denver Press, 1951). 

In this work, part memoir and part historical account, 

Albright intertwines her parents’ and family story with 

that of the Nazi occupation and dismemberment of 

Czechoslovakia, the Holocaust, which led to the 

deaths of many of her relatives, and the later Soviet 

suppression of her native country.  Born in Prague on 

May 15, 1937, Albright soon left for Yugoslavia where 

he father recently had obtained his appointment and 

she “spent most of my first year in Belgrade.”  Her 

parents “became enthralled by the Yugoslav capital.”  

However, she is quick to note how her father’s de-

mocratic leanings led to hostility from ruling circles 

who claimed that Korbel had Bolshevik sympathies.  

During this pre-War period, the Korbels, according to 

Albright, became close with the family of Vladimir Rib-

nikar, the publisher of Politika. 

Korbel returned to Yugoslavia on September 28, 1945.  

In her book Albright relates a number of episodes in 

which Korbel had discussions with Tito (whom he 

found to be “shorter and plumper than expected,” but 

“with a quick smile and impressive in his military uni-

form and high boots”), including in connection with Jan 

Masaryk’s visit to Belgrade in 1946.  According to Al-

bright, her father went on trips throughout the coun-

try (Albright relates that they spent July 1947 in the 

Hotel Moscow (previously the Hotel Kronprinzessin 

Stephanie and now the Hotel Imperial) in Opatija), 

where he spoke to Serbs, Croats, Bosniaks and Slo-

venes.  “He developed a deep affection for Serbs and 

other Yugoslavs yet despaired at their inability to live 

in harmony . . .”  (in the introduction to his Tito’s Com-

munism, Korbel relates how he “never failed to visit 

privately” with Vladko Maček during his pre-War visits 

to Zagreb). 

Korbel was clearly 

distressed with the 

totalitarian nature of 

Tito’s regime.  His 

family could no 

longer have normal 

relations with locals, 

many of whom 

feared the conse-

quences of contact 

with a “suspect” 

foreign embassy.  Of 

the contacts the 

Korbels had, per-

haps the most in-

triguing for students of Croatian history concerns An-

drija Hebrang.  Albright relates that prior to her fa-

ther’s departure from Belgrade (following the Commu-

nist coup in Prague in early 1948), her mother “paid a 

farewell visit” to Hebrang’s family.  “She discovered 

the house empty except for a frightened maid, who 

told her that the entire family had been arrested. . . .  

The U.S. Embassy included a report on my mother’s 

house call in a top secret cable to Washington” (in his 

book, Korbel relates how he learned of the arrest 

from the Hebrangs’ cook who was on friendly terms 

with the cook at the Czechoslovak embassy). 

Korbel’s clear sympathies toward Yugoslav unity com-

port with that found among many scholars dealing with 

Southeastern Europe during the Cold War era.  To 

what extent did these sympathies influence the views 

of his daughter and his students at the University of 

Denver toward the conflict in the former Yugoslavia in 

the 1990s (who included, among others, Condoleezza 

Rice) deserve further investigation by scholars. 

John Kraljic 

 

Madeline Albright, Prague Winter: A Personal Story of Remembrance and War, 1937-1948. 

New York: HarperCollins, 2012. 
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Elsie Ivancich Dunin, Past into the Present, Weddings of the Dubrovačko Primorje.       

Dubrovnik: Matica hrvatska, 2013. 

PAST INTO THE PRESENT, WEDDINGS OF THE 

DUBROVAČKO PRIMORJE by Elsie Ivancich Dunin is a 

synchronic and diachronic description with analysis of 

four weddings within one family: two brothers in a five

-day traditional style wedding in Mrčevo, an "upper 

village" of the Dubrovnik Primorje area (in 1977 and 

1979), and a generation later, their two sons with Du-

brovnik's urban wedding traditions (in 2003 and 2009). 

The war years in the Dubrovnik area (1991-1995) with 

its post-war reconstruction influenced a break in the 

continuity of traditions, but dance continued to be an 

important feature (for different purposes) in the wed-

dings, with linđo a dance of the "upper villages" being 

danced in both the past and present weddings. 

The diachronic overview of weddings bridging 

two generations revealed that one from the same fam-

ily reared in a changed social and cultural environment 

does not share implicit cultural knowledge inherent in 

a previous generation of the same family. Even with 

local language knowledge, one who is born and reared 

elsewhere can never deeply comprehend cultural nu-

ances of somewhere else, even if in the same family. 

The spoken information describing an auspicious 

event, such as a wedding in the family, is at best only 

partial, selective, and colored as an idealized occur-

rence no matter how full the description. One has to 

have embodied the experiences within its family con-

text, to continue the intangible knowledge of wed-

dings. 

There are several ritualistic physical actions that 

took place only at the "old-style" weddings: the fre-

quent firing of ram-rodded nineteenth-century style 

pistols (kubure); the manner of circling in a clockwise 

or sunwise direction around the dinner table at both 

the bride's house and the groom's house; the bride's 

dancing/turning three times under a svat's (groom's 

man) held arm; the women's preparation of a deco-

rated olive branch that is placed in the center of a 

round-shaped home-baked bread; the manner of gifting 

by both mothers and the bride; the groom's mother 

serving of salt and sugar to the new bride; the new-

bride's first domestic task in a hand-washing ceremony; 

the zdravica (toasting) singing by svatovi (groom's men) 

for good health in exchange for an offer of wine by 

neighbors and non-invited guests. The comparisons of 

two sets of weddings provide not only a synchronous 

generational comparison, but also a diachronic tracing 

of continuities, changes, and discontinuities. 

The five-day wedding cycle in the 1970s was 

recorded throughout with audiocassettes, still cameras 

(slide film), and intermittingly with black/white video 

port-pack equipment. These recordings allowed for a 

reconstruction of the ephemeral parts of an event, the 

verbalizations, the songs, emotions, and actions in an 

accurate time frame. The chronological sequencing of 

each day situates the appropriate context for the 

songs, the speeches, the dance, the dress that are of-

ten described independently of each other in other 

folklore literature. The texts of the songs by the 

pjevalice (female singers), ostojke (solo songs) by the 

svatovi (groom's men), their short and long recitations, 

are chronological in Croatian with translations into 

English. Following the five-day description, there is a 

discussion of the weddings as a reflection of family or-

ganization, a reflection of history through the actions, 

costumes, and weaponry as artifacts, and a reflection 

of the then contemporary life. 

An unexpected and unplanned contribution to 

the detailed analysis of the 1970s weddings of the two 

brothers, are weddings in 2003 and 2009 of their sons. 

These later weddings allow for a comparative study of 

selected aspects that identify changes, continuities, dis-

continuities relative to the traditional weddings of 

their parents. 

Published 2013 by 

Matica hrvatska, Du-

brovnik, the text is in 

English and Croatian, 

illustrated with 58 pho-

tos in color, an exten-

sive bibliography, 335 

pages. Information on a 

book order may be re-

quested from <matica-

hrvatska@du.t-com.hr> 

or from Školska Knjiga 

in Dubrovnik 



Katarina Luketić is a Sarajevo-born Croatian writer, 

literary critic, editor and publisher. Her comprehen-

sive and well-researched book blends activist journal-

ism and literary criticism with cultural studies and in-

tellectual historiography. The book is divided in two 

thematic blocks titled “Imaginings and Identities” and 

“Voices and Images”.  

 

In the first part, Luketić examines the interaction be-

tween geography i.e. the Balkans as a place on the 

European continent and as a curious cultural phe-

nomenon; western perceptions of the Balkans and vice

-versa; the role of women in the processes of mapping 

and imagining the Balkans, and various influential narra-

tives such as notably the imperial, colonial and national

(istic). This book’s second thematic bloc entails the 

following: critical overviews of literary representations 

and perceptions of the Balkans by western travelers to 

the area, namely, Rebecca West, Robert Kaplan, Peter 

Handke, Francois Maspero, Juli Zeh and Jens-Martin 

Erkisen and Frederik Stjernfelt; stereotypes and narra-

tives created by western diplomats dealing with the 

Balkan ethnic wars in the 1990s; and finally, images, 

sounds and fantasies from the Balkans in pop-culture 

and mass media. Combining journalistic and literary 

styles, each essay from this book can stand alone yet 

the author succeeds in merging them into a mono-

graph influenced, among other things, by contempo-

rary western scholarly perspectives such as Said’s ori-

entalism and Todorova’s balkanism. The author refers 

mostly to sources in South Slavic languages and also 

English-language literature, particularly that which has 

been translated and debated in the region.  

As a contribution to intellectual and cultural history, 

The Balkans: from Geography to Fantasy, unveils a com-

plex picture of post-Cold War Europe that has strug-

gled with identity crises caused by the advancement of 

Western European integration and the corresponding 

disappearance of what used to be Eastern Europe with 

Yugoslavia as its part which disintegrated through 

highly publicized civil wars by no means accidentally 

labeled “the Balkan wars”. This book shows that the 

fall of the Berlin wall only paved the way for building 

new walls along the new borders between the center 

and the periphery or the new European Self and the 

negative Other epitomized in the Balkans. Yet, such 

meaning and function of the Balkans is not merely the 

product of superficial knowledge and Western stereo-

typing of the East but is arguably necessary and even 

vital for the newly constructed Europe. This western-

most chunk of the Eurasian whole now feels safe 

within the European Union because it is safe-guarded 

on the easternmost periphery by the Balkan bulwark. 

They may fear the possibility of losing their sense of 

Self but this is not so much because of the threat from 

the “wild” Balkans, but instead because Europe fears 

an assimilation into Eurasia that would bring about the 

supremacy of the East over the West. So long as the 

Balkans function as a double metaphor for both the 

periphery and emblematic uncivilized Europe, the cen-

ter of Civilization preserves this privileged status for 

itself.  In this book Katarina Luketić deconstructs the 

new post-Cold War structures and discourses, par-

ticularly the imperial, postcolonial and nationalist nar-

ratives. Targets of her critical perspective are both the 

Center in the West and her own native region in the 

Balkans. Luketić also provides interesting insights 

about the construction of ethnic nationhood in the 

postwar period of what used 

to be Yugoslavia. Hopefully 

this book will also come out 

in an English-language ver-

sion because it intersects 

not only the recent oriental-

ist and balkanist much-

debated scholarly discourses 

but also the vast English-

language literature on the 

Yugoslav wars of the 1990s 

and area studies in general. If 

there is an American edi-

tion, it definitely should keep the same cover-page il-

lustration designed by Vlado Martek and termed “The 

Promised Land”. It features a map of the United States 

of America with the inscription “Balkan” on it and a 

number of toponyms in South Slavic terms such the 

word “truth” in place of New York City and the word 

“lie” in place of Los Angeles and about a dozen names 

of artists from various post-Yugoslav lands spread 

across the area.  

 

Vjekoslav Perica, University of Rijeka, Croatia 

Katarina Luketić, The Balkans: from Geography to Fantasy. Zagreb, Mostar: Algoritam, 2013. In 

Croatian, (the original title: Balkan: od geografije do fantazije), 463 pp, bibliography and index . 
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John F. Gaddis, George F. Kennan: An American Life. New York: The Penguin Press, 2011. 

George F. Kennan (1904-2005) was one of the pre-

mier experts on the Soviet Union in the United States.  

Through his so-called “long telegram” and his infamous 

“X” article in the July 1947 issue of Foreign Affairs, Ken-

nan played an instrumental role in the establishment of 

the containment policy that the United States and its 

allies implemented against the Soviet Bloc, a policy 

which many see as pivotal to the ultimate implosion of 

the Soviet Union and its Communist satellites. 

Kennan served as ambassador to Yugoslavia for a large 

portion of the Kennedy Administration (1961-1963).  

John Gaddis discusses Kennan’s experiences in his 

magisterial biography of the American diplomat. 

Gaddis notes that well before his posting to Belgrade, 

Kennan played a significant role in crafting what be-

came Washington’s policy toward the Tito regime (as 

well as other, non-Soviet Bloc communist states).  In 

his June 30, 1948 memo “The Attitude of the Govern-

ment Toward Events in Yugoslavia,” written only days 

after the announcement of the Cominform condemna-

tion of Tito, Kennan saw the possibilities that this 

break in the communist monolith gave to the United 

States.  But, he argued, to the extent that Yugoslavia 

was not “subservient” to an outside power “its inter-

nal regime” should be treated as “basically its own 

business.” 

Gaddis’s work makes clear that, at least with respect 

to Yugoslavia, Kennan displayed frustration toward 

members of Congress and others who did not sub-

scribe to a “hands-off” policy toward Yugoslavia’s in-

ternal policies.  The book discusses in detail Kennan’s 

work at lobbying Congress not to adopt an amend-

ment to a trade bill which denied “most-favored na-

tion” status to all Communist states, including, by im-

plication, Yugoslavia.  Kennan lost this publicly fought 

battle (which led him to view his tenure in Yugoslavia 

as a failure), later complaining that Congressional ac-

tions, among other things, “paralyzed” US foreign pol-

icy.  In a letter to journalist Walter Lippmann quoted 

by Gaddis, Kennan argued that loosening the cohesion 

of the Communist Bloc would be the only way short 

of war in which the United States could make progress 

against communism.  Kennan saw this policy being sac-

rificed to the “passions of a few Ukrainian and Croa-

tian exiles” and to the “brutal demagoguery of a few 

violent temperaments . . . .” 

In addition to discussing Kennan’s discussions with 

Yugoslav leaders about various world problems (such 

as the Cuban missile crisis), Gaddis provides some 

other interesting details related to Kennan’s work in 

Belgrade, including his assistance in connection with 

Tito’s controversial visit to the United States and to 

the United Nations in 1963 as well as descriptions of 

Brioni and Pula. 

 

But Gaddis’s book give no details concerning Kennan’s 

views of Yugoslav internal matters.  It is rather odd 

that nothing is mentioned, for example, about relations 

between Belgrade and the Church (Cardinal Stepinac 

died in 1960) or the suppression of dissidents (Milovan 

Djilas was arrested during Kennan’s time in Belgrade 

following the publication of his Conversations with Sta-

lin).  One wonders if this reflects Kennan’s belief that 

Yugoslav internal issues should be of no concern to 

the United States. 

John Kraljic 

Dr. Ante Čuvalo’s Article Published in Croatia 

Dr. Ante Čuvalo has published “Popis disertacija o 

Hrvatskoj i Hrvatskim temama obranjenih na sveučilis-

tima izvan Hrvatske,” in the Kroatologija, vol. 3, no, 1, 

2012, pp. 187-92.  Kroatologija is a publication of the 

Croatian Studies Program at the University of Zagreb.  

Dr. Čuvalo’s listing of such dissertations initially ap-

peared in the ACS’s Bulletin, as noted in a footnote in the 

article. 

John Kraljic 
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Lovorka Čoralić, ed., Pursuing Peace and Prosperity: Croatian Lands in the Eighteenth 

Centrury. Zagreb: Matica hrvatska, 2013. In Croatian, pp. 553. 

Editor: Lovorka Čoralić                                                                                                                                     

Original title: U potrazi za mirom i blagostanjem: Hrvat-

ske zemlje u 18. stoljeću 

Publisher: Matica hrvatska, Zagreb, 2013.                                                                                                      

Language: Croatian                                                                                                                                                

Pages: 553                                                                                                                                                           

ISBN: 978-953-150-974-9                                                                                                                                              

Subject: Croatian History, Interdisciplinary Studies                                                                                                                          

Fragmentation of the Croatian lands, wars against the 

Ottoman Empire, attempts at liberation of the Croatian 

territories, migrations and demographic recovery, re-

forms initiated by the Habsburg rulers in northern 

Croatia and developmental continuity in the south, eco-

nomic rise of the maritime trade, church reforms, ad-

ministrative restructuring – these are only some of the 

essential characteristics that mark Croatian eighteenth 

century. While this is the century of enlightenment in 

Western Europe , opulent baroque and rococo struc-

tures, a time of intellectualism and happiness which is 

no longer reserved only for the privileged, but for the 

society as a whole, in Croatia, despite its political and 

territorial fragmentation, this same spirit was not as 

pronounced but still managed to leave a considerable 

imprint.  With some delay molded by the idiosyncratic 

circumstances in various Croatian regions, the essential 

characteristics of this century were reflected in all as-

pects of life in Croatia. This volume, focusing exclusively  

on eighteenth century Croatia through some twenty 

chapters organized in three thematic groups, aims to 

analyze various aspects of 

this period both on a 

global level and as it was 

manifested in the circum-

stances specific to Croa-

tia. It zooms in on topics 

which include military 

and political events, ad-

ministrative institutions 

and governance, the judi-

cial system and educa-

tion, public health, reli-

gious circumstances, and 

the conditions of every-

day life. In the final segment the Croatian lands are 

discussed in the European context with particular 

regards to political, economic and cultural relations 

with other countries, specifically those of which 

Croatia was a constitutive part. The authors include:  

Maja Katušić, Ivana Horbec, Robert Skenderović, Irena 

Benyovsky Latin, Darko Vitek, Nataša Štefanec, Lovorka 

Čoralić, Milan Vrbanus, Alexander Buczynski, Zrinka No-

vak, Teodora Shek Brnardić, Nella Lonza, Ivana Jukić, 

Željko Holjevac, Miroslav i Slaven Bertoša, Vjeran Kursar, 

Slavko Slišković, Zdravka Zlodi i Vesna Miović.  

Mirjana Kolumbić, Hvar and Its Theater 1612-2012. (Hvar i njegovo kazalište 1612.-2012). 

Hvar: Grad Hvar and Muzej hvarske baštine, 2013. 

Author: Mirjana Kolumbić, curator of the Muzej hvarske baštine 

Year: 2013 

Publisher: Grad Hvar and Muzej hvarske baštine 

Language: Croatian and English  

128 pp., 70 archival and contemporary photographs 

 

This volume was published as a tribute to the four-hundredth anniversary of the Hvar Theater. It is to date the 

only monograph on this topic which includes historical analysis of both the theater building and theatrical activi-

ties since 1612 to the contemporary period. In addition, Kolumbić casts light on the societal, economic, and po-

litical frameworks within which the Hvar Theater was established and functioned; it provides a comparative ap-

proach placing this institution in the context of other European theaters. In its concluding segment, the volume 

lists a detailed chronology and an exhaustive bibliography.  
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Nasja Meyer, Five Red Rubies (Pet rubina crvenih) 

Here is yet another noted book by Nasja Meyer, in-

structor of the Croatian language, and co-author of 

the well-known Croatian textbook "Croatia-- The 

Country and Language" that she wrote with her daugh-

ter, Dr. Jasna Meyer. The new book is a collection of 

poetry titled Five Red Rubies (Pet rubina crvenih) pub-

lished this summer in Croatia.  

The book is hard cover, printed on high quality paper 

and illustrated by a well known water color artist, 

Lenka Zavirsek, from Split. It contains over 200 po-

ems, all but one in Croatian. The Catholic newspaper, 

Glas Koncila, reviewed it positively: "Poems by Nasja 

Boskovic Meyer are lyrical miniatures from which 

there in nothing to add or take away. The poetess ac-

cepted the foreign country in 

which she lives and to which 

she shows due respect, but 

she never parted with her 

own homeland, and even less 

with her native Split. And the 

collection Five Red Rubies is a 

witness that she in far away 

America thinks in Croatian."  

Mladen Vukovic, reporter at 

Radio Split, at the signing of 

her book in the Marko Marulic 

City Library in Split said: "Today at the beginning of 

the third millennium Nasja with her published texts 

and poetry notably enriched the Croatian written 

word in North America. When in the future, someone 

publishes a new anthology of Croatian immigrant po-

etry, after the one Ivo Smoljan came out with years 

ago, that person will not be able to overlook Nasja 

Meyer, whose poetry is marked by a passion for re-

turn, as much geographically to the homeland, as in 

time to the naive warmth of childhood and dear ones. 

This is a departure from our existing immigrant po-

etry. Nasja Boskovic Meyer abandons pedestrian tradi-

tion, classical verse, and the cliché of cheap pathos. In 

an intimate and contemporary beat, she turns to the 

homeland and Split, as a well and spring for her inspi-

ration. And in the end a few words about the cover of 

her book: a fully ripe pomegranate, which, when we 

harvest it these September days, bursts just like this 

book is bursting with poems. Furthermore, Nasja's 

prophetic title Five Red Rubies, inspired by a necklace 

with five rubies that her husband gave her close to the 

end of the fifth decade of their married life, or maybe 

as five symbols of their nuclear family, would seem to 

want to send us a message-- let's toast with a glass of 

ruby red wine to this interesting and worthy 

book." [The book is available for purchase from the 

author] 

The University of Zagreb, Croatian Heritage Founda-
tion and the University Computing Center are organiz-
ing HiT-1 - an online course for the Croatian language 
at the beginners level. It is an e-learning course that 
consists of interactive teaching materials accessible on 
the Moodle learning management system (LMS) and 24 
teaching hours with language instructors over Skype or 
Webinar. The Hit-1 course is taught and designed by 
specialists in the field of Croatian as a second language 
from the University of Zagreb and it is based on the 

results of their research and their teaching experience.  

The HiT-1 course comprises 7 units which require 12 
weeks to complete. Each unit consists of a written and 
spoken version of texts that are designed to develop 
learner’s communicative competence, vocabulary and 
grammar exercises, pronunciation activities, a diction-
ary (with translation into English and Spanish) and in-
teractive language activities. In each unit there are 
homework assignments and various self-assessment 
activities that show the learner’s progress. Special em-
phasis is given to the development of intercultural 
competence; each unit contains cultural information 
about Croatia. The course ends with a final exam and 
participants who pass the exam receive a Certificate of 
attendance and a Grade report from the University of 
Zagreb. The program started in Spring 2009 and so far 
has been attended by 40 students from 20 countries 
from all around the world. As the main advantages of 
the course all participants pointed out flexibility of 
learning (teaching materials can be accessed any time 
from any place with an Internet connection); modern, 
authentic and communicative teaching materials; a vari-
ety of multimedia and interactive activities, and a high 
degree of course individualization through online live 

sessions with language instructors.  

The spring semester will be held March 03 - May 25, 
2014 and more information about the course is avail-
able by e-mail (ecroatian@gmail.com) or on web site 
(http://matis.hr/index.php/en/programs/schools/1269-

croatian-internet-course-march-4-may-26-2013). 

HiT-1 Online Course of the Croatian 
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 Dr. Nives Rumenjak (University of Pittsburgh) 

participated in the panel “Borders, Boundaries, and 

Identities in Eastern and Southeastern Europe” pre-

senting the paper “Borderland Identities and National-

ism in 19th Century Croatia.” The author hypothesized 

that late 19th century Croatia is a quintessential bor-

derland site and discussed the theoretical perspective 

of borderlands in the examination of its (national) 

identity formation at that time. Moreover, Dr. Rumen-

jak argued that the formation of modern national iden-

tification in 19th century Croatia cannot be fully com-

prehended without the context of borderlands and 

bordering process. The paper aimed to explain the 

role of the Croatia’s borderland in the expansion of 

nationalisms by concentrating on the region of Lika-

Krbava, which became a new Croatia’s Oriental 

“Other” after the dissolution of the Military Frontier in 

1881.  

 The research mainly focused on Serbs and 

their collective identification in the military and post-

military period. Firstly, this process is explored from a 

micro-perspective of the individual identities, through 

an account of Likaner politician and literary writer, 

Bude Budisavljević of Prijedor. Secondly, a macro-

perspective of the collective identification is analyzed 

through the bandit myth, related to the Likaner triple 

border, and established in the literary works of B. Bud-

isavljević and August Šenoa. 

 The research proved that the bandit (uskok) 

myth, as a Balkan myth, and the peasant’s revolt myth, 

which originated in Central Europe, are equally impor-

tant in the context of symbolic identities of late 19th 

century Croatia. It confirmed the hypothesis that 

Croatia was a quintessential borderland site, in-

between different cultural traditions, on the real and 

symbolic periphery between the East and the West. 

The research also demystified the scholarly construc-

tion of the hajduk myth as a predominantly Serbian 

ideological myth. Namely, the Croatian uskok myth, 

created as one of the most important Croatian na-

tional myths in the 1870’s, was a construct with the 

same characteristics as the Balkan bandit myth, or 

myth about hajduks. Thus, the hajduk myth and the 

uskok myth are one and the same type. 

 The analysis of national (self)identifications of 

Bude Budisavljević, a famous Croatian and Serbian 

writer, and a member of the influential group of Ser-

bian bureaucrats in the pro-Magyar government at the 

turn of the century, revealed his identity transforma-

tion in a long period, from his early adulthood to the 

end of his life. The author emphasized that Budis-

avljević’s Orthodox affiliation was not decisive for his 

early national self-identification in any ethno-

confessional terms, which are too often taken for 

granted in essentialist historical interpretations. Like-

wise, the research showed that Budisavljević believed 

that Croats and Serbs share the same language, but he 

did not use this language as a single or exclusive crite-

rion for their ethnic or national identification.  

 From the early 1870’s, Budisavljević gained a 

strong sense of Serbian national identity through net-

working with Antonije Hadžić, one of the most signifi-

cant Serbian intellectuals from the neighboring region 

of Southern Hungary. Although it is difficult to identify 

all the nuances in the process of Budisavljević’s transi-

tion towards Serbian identity, Dr. Rumenjak pointed 

out that one should consider that, by the early 1880’s, 

Budisavljević had already survived the loss of his best 

Croatian colleagues and friends, writers Fran Kurelac, 

Lavoslav Vukelić and August Šenoa. Finally, the re-

search showed that at his old age, Budisavljević started 

to identify himself and his “folk” (“rod”) in the nar-

rower, ethno-confessional sense, as the Orthodox and 

Serbian. 

 Comparative examination of the ways Šenoa 

and Budisavljević used the image of the borderland 

bandits – uskoks and hajduks – revealed both positive 

and negative narratives of modern collective identifica-

tion in Croatia. Contrary to usual assumptions about 

national identity in late 19th century Croatia, Šenoa’s 

construction of the uskok myth did not designate lan-

guage or ethnic heritage as the decisive criteria of the 

Croatian  national belonging. While Šenoa narrated an 

exclusively  heroic image for the Senj uskoks, Budis-

avljević produced both the myth and anti-myth about 

Likaner hajduks.  
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Hajduks did not become only the new borderland Oriental “Other,” following the shift on imperial borders 

and the loss of  their traditional role of Christian guerrilla fighters, but the author also stressed that this anti-

myth symbolized a transitional identity crisis, which forced the entire borderland population to reinvent its 

collective and social identities. Formerly “peasants and solders,” now Croats and Serbs, set against each 

other, had to deal with the painful economic and political transition of their borderland to a modern, civil 

society. 

 Dr. Rumenjak concluded that the exploration of individual histories of multiple (national) identites, as 

in the case of Budislav Budisavljević of Prijedor,  can significantly contribute to the better understanding of 

modern and premodern identites, which are complex, and constantly negotiated, reinvented, and transfomed. 

Consequently, this type of exploration should help historians in Southeastern Europe to avoid the trap of 

essentialism when approaching the issues of nationalism and identity in the region.   

Slavko Goldstein to Promote English Translation of his                                                                  

1941: The Year That Keeps Returning 

Slavko Goldstein has played an important role in Croatian cultural and political life.  For many years, he served 

as director of Liber (later known as Sveučilišna naklada Liber), the publication house of the University of Zagreb 

(now known as the Sveučilišna tiskara), one of Croatia’s most prominent publishers.  In the late 1980s, Gold-

stein became one of the founders of the first non-Communist political parties to be established following 45 

years of Communist rule, the Croatian Social Liberal Party (HSLS).  He is currently the editor of the publish-

ing house Novi Liber. Goldstein’s work, 1941: Godina koja se vraća, Zagreb, Novi Liber, 2007 (a second edition 

has since appeared) details his quest to make sense of the killing of his father, Ivo Goldstein, by the Ustashi in 

1941.  The elder Goldstein had been a book seller in Karlovac where he catered to, among others, the town’s 

local leftists (he is mentioned by the later mayor of Zagreb, Veċeslav Holjevac, in his memoirs Zapisi iz rodnog 

grada, Zagreb, Matice Hrvatske, 1971).  After being arrested soon after the formation of the Independent 

State of Croatia, he was killed at Jadovno.  His son seeks to make sense of his father’s death and notes paral-

lels between the horrors of ethnic cleansing in 1941 and those during the 1991-1995 period in the Kordun 

and other nearby areas of Croatia. Goldstein’s book has been translated into an edited English version under 

the title 1941: The Year That Keeps Returning, published by the New York Review of Books.  Goldstein will be 

promoting his work during a promotional tour in some cities in the eastern United States in early November, 

2013.  His scheduled appearances include the following: 

· Sunday, November 10, 2013 at 1:00 p.m. at Politics & Prose Bookstore, 5015 Connecticut Avenue, 

 NW, Washington, DC 20008. 

· Tuesday, November 12, 2013 at 7:00 p.m. at Barnes & Noble Bookstore, 2289 Broadway (at West 

 82nd Street), New York, NY 10024 (to be discussed with Charles Simic). 

· Thursday, November 14, 2013 at 4:15 p.m. at the Cabot Room, Busch Hall, Harvard University, 

 Cambridge, MA (he is also scheduled to appear at the Barnes & Noble store at 1400 Massa

 chusetts Avenue in Cambridge at a time to be announced on the same day). 

· Sunday, November 17, 2013 at 2:30 p.m. at the Museum of Jewish Heritage, 36 Battery Place, New 

 York, NY 10280 (to be discussed with Daniel Mendelsohn). 

Additional public speaking and radio engagements are expected to be announced. 

John Kraljic 
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Chris Williams, ed., The Richard Burton Diaries. New Haven, Yale University Press, 2012. 

In 1971, actor Richard Burton agreed to play the 

role of Tito in the Yugoslav movie Sutjeska 

(released in 1973).  The actor’s diaries discuss his 

work on the film at some length. 

Burton notes his first meeting with Tito on Brioni 

on August 1, 1971 where he went with his then 

wife, Elizabeth Taylor.  He thought Tito 

“surprisingly small and delicate.  Little short arms 

and legs and a small head with little features. . . .  

He has quite a pot-belly but the rest of him is slim – 

no bottom and thin chest and legs.”  Burton was 

awed by the “remarkable luxury” in which Tito 

lived, “unmatched by anything else I’ve ever seen . . 

. .”  Burton’s detailed entries on his first his three 

day stay with Tito extend over five pages of this 

book. 

With respect to his role, Burton writes that he 

sought to increase the portion of the film devoted 

to Tito.  He also wanted to “show in as low-key as 

fashion as possible Tito’s life-long refusal to shoot 

captured enemies, even Četnik traitors,” errone-

ously claiming that Draža Mihailović had not been 

shot (later entries show him recognizing that per-

haps he erred in this assessment).  Burton clearly 

took his role seriously, making a number of refer-

ences in his diary to William Deakin’s then manu-

script on his mission to Tito’s headquarters (which 

appeared as Embattled Mountain in 1971).  He even 

contemplated asking whether he would be able to 

meet Djilas. 

The diary contains many entries related to the film-

ing of the movie (“exhausting work up in the moun-

tains, physically exhausting,” reads one entry) as 

well as some concerning some excursions he and 

Taylor made.  They stayed in Kupari from where 

Burton went one day to Dubrovnik to “buy things.  

Don’t quite know what.”  He found that 

“Dubrovnik is made ugly by all its tourists.  There 

are always thousands and I had an audience the 

whole time swelling to a hundred or so when I 

stopped to buy [a] lighter.” 

 

After initial work in August and early September 

1971, Burton arrived back in Yugoslavia in Bel-

grade on September 21, 1971 where he met Tito 

on the eve of Brezhnev’s visit to the country.  Bur-

ton discusses what could occur after Tito’s death, 

noting his discussions with a number of political 

correspondents on same.  With respect to the 

then on-going, “Croatian Spring,” Burton makes 

no references, other than an entry made on Feb-

ruary 7, 1972 when he discusses a meeting the 

prior evening with director Joseph Losey and his 

wife.  “Joe, who had just come back from Jugland, 

said that the talk is that the dissident communists 

in Croatia are being financed and armed by either 

Nazi Jugoslavian exiles operating behind great 

wealth from South America or by Russia or both. . 

. .  I wonder if the old man [Tito] is going to be 

forced to start shooting a few blokes at last.  If he 

doesn’t and things get worse the Russians may 

come over the border to ‘help out’ as they did in 

Hungary in 56.  Who knows?  Merely taking politi-

cal prisoners may not be enough. A few public tri-

als and death sentences or forced exile may be 

called for.  I hope the old man clears everything up 

shortly for out of sheer affections I’d not like to 

see his majestic and reasonably humane leadership 

of his marvelous little country fizzle out into a be-

wildered and helpless kow-tow to the Muscovites. 

. . .  With the Mexicans I have never fallen so vio-

lently in love with a nation at first sight, as I have 

with the Jugoslavians.” 

Though Burton’s diaries show that he was cer-

tainly a well-read and well-informed man (he dis-

cussed his reading of books about Trotsky, among 

others, during his time in Yugoslavia), such an en-

try comes as a shock.  But, to be fair to Burton, 

the views he expresses here reflected those of 

many policy makers in the West during the Tito 

era.  Despite this, Burton’s diaries will certainly 

provide source material for those studying popular 

culture during Communist Yugoslavia’s heyday. 

John Kraljic 
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FEATURED WEBSITE  (continued on page12) 

In this issue we feature the website 

http://www.enciklopedija.hr/ 

offering the Internet edition of the Croatian Encyclo-

pedia published by the Lexicographical Institute Mi-

roslav Krleža. As the website indicates, the elec-

tronic version is based on the printed edition which 

included eleven volumes published between 1999 

and 2009 and was edited by Dalibor Brozović (vols. 

1–3), August Kovačec (vols. 4–7.) and Slaven Ravlić 

(vols. 8–11). It comprised of 9,272 pages with 

67,077 articles (1, 059,000 lines), 17,000 black and 

white contributions and 504 color pages, a result of 

joint efforts by 1,070 authors. Some of the volumes 

were the result of cooperation of 20-30 Institute 

affiliates and 300 to 400 external contributors.  In 

this respect the Croatian Encyclopedia is a true re-

flection of the intellectual capacity of Croatian cul-

ture, in particular the academic community, and of 

the degree of the Institute’s integration in it. This  

edition continues the long and important tradition  

SARAJEVO 1914: SPARK AND IMPACT 

An International Conference about the South Slav Question  

University of Southampton (UK), 26-28 June 2014 

The murders in Sarajevo on 28 June 1914 of Arch-

duke Franz Ferdinand and his wife were notori-

ously the ‘spark’ that lit up the Great War of 1914

-1918. They were evidence of an unresolved 

‘South Slav problem’ in the Austro-Hungarian Em-

pire, of serious social tensions in the region, and of 

a Habsburg regime whose imperial mission was at 

odds with popular aspirations in the Balkans. The 

regional context in which the murders occurred 

remains controversial: some aspects have been 

well considered by historians over the past cen-

tury but many are completely under-researched. 

Above all, there have been few attempts to think 

about the causes and repercussions of the South 

Slav problem in the interaction of its local, regional 

and international dimensions. This major two-

day international conference at the University 

of Southampton (England) aims, in contrast to 

most other conferences on the anniversary of 

1914, to tackle this important theme. It brings to-

gether 23 historians from across Europe, including 

experts from Croatia, Serbia and Austria, to de-

bate the subject from different angles. The confer-

ence also uses the Sarajevo murders as a focal 

point from which to branch out and consider the 

destabilizing impact on the Habsburg Empire and 

on Europe as a whole. On the one hand, we will be 

analysing the long and short-term sources of un-

rest which produced the murders in Bosnia-

Herzegovina: for example, Habsburg ‘colonial’ be-

haviour in the Balkans; the context of South Slav 

unrest (its Serb, Croat and Slovene ‘solutions’); 

social tensions in Bosnia; terrorist acts against 

Habsburg officials; the reputation of Archduke 

Franz Ferdinand; and Serbia’s role in the murders. 

On the other hand, we will consider the short and 

long-term impact of ‘Sarajevo’ with a focus on its 

regional context but also including wider echoes: 

the reaction to the Sarajevo murders among the 

Habsburg elite, in the provinces of Austria-

Hungary, and among the other Great Powers of 

Europe; the emergency measures in Bosnia, includ-

ing trials and executions, in the context of ‘total 

war’; and the commemoration and memory of Sa-

rajevo in later decades. 

This is therefore a unique opportunity to hear his-

torians discussing a subject which is crucial to un-

derstanding why the First World War took place 

and why the Habsburg Empire collapsed in 1918, 

transforming south-eastern Europe for the twenti-

eth century.   

Key note speakers are: Christopher Clark 

(Cambridge), Lothar Höbelt (Vienna). 

Other speakers include: Stejpan Matković, Iskra 

Iveljić, Mile Bjelajac, Roy Bridge, Robin Okey, 

Tamara Scheer, Günther Kronenbitter, Dominic 

Lieven, Mark Cornwall, Danilo Šarenac. 

To register interest please contact Professor Mark 

Cornwall: jmc3@soton.ac.uk 



…as established by the Lexicographical Institute, a 

practice typical for larger European countries and un-

customary for smaller cultures. Contemporary global-

izing forces pull nations and countries into one cosmo-

polis, a space of homogenization, but also divergences 

and clashes, and in such context the question of na-

tional cultural identity has become extremely impor-

tant. For this reason universally available encyclopedias 

have not only an informative function, but also one of 

preserving identity. In the introduction to Volume 1 

(1999), the Croatian Encyclopedia was referred to as a 

general encyclopedia with the underscored national 

component. Its universal orientation is evident in the 

effort to summarize and organize the general knowl-

edge, while its national relevance lies not only in the 

fact that it is written in Croatian, but also that it pre-

sents the facts about Croatia, its heritage, achieve-

ments, history and related contemporary topics more 

thoroughly and systematically than other undertakings 

of this type.  
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FEATURED WEBSITE  (continued) 

When in 2009 the printed edition was completed, a 

decision was reached that further work in the area 

of Croatian Encyclopedia, as the foundational edition 

of the Institute, should be continued as an elec-

tronic database from which, in a period of time, an 

electronic version could be launched along with 

other types of electronic and multimedia content. 

In this respect, the Encyclopedia gained a more sus-

tained and continuous aspect. In the fall of 2011, 

work on the electronic version was initiated by re-

vising the old materials and contracting new arti-

cles, while in 2012 the focus was on editing and fur-

ther supplementation of the already existing texts. 

Launching the Internet version of the Croatian Ency-

clopedia marks a new phase accompanied by con-

ceptual innovations, primarily in the better profiling 

of the contributors, but also providing cross-

referencing through links and availability of audio-

visual components.  

Aida Vidan 

Zagreb School of Economics and Management Becomes the First School in Croatia to 

Earn AACSB International Accreditation  

On June 10, 2013 AACSB International (AACSB) announced that Zagreb School of Economics and Manage-

ment is now the first school in Croatia to earn accreditation in business from AACSB. Founded in 1916, 

AACSB International is the longest serving global accrediting body for business schools that offer undergradu-

ate, master's, and doctorate degrees in business and accounting. 

"AACSB congratulates Zagreb School of Economics and Management and Dean Djuro Njavro on becoming 

the first school in Croatia to earn accreditation, and we welcome them into the family of AACSB-accredited 

business schools," said Robert D. Reid, executive vice president and chief accreditation officer of AACSB In-

ternational. "AACSB Accreditation represents the highest achievement for an educational institution that 

awards business degrees. Dean Njavro and the faculty, directors, and staff of Zagreb School of Economics and 

Management are to be commended for their role in earning accreditation." 
ZSEM programs: 

• Four year Undergraduate Program in Economics and Management in English (240 ECTS) 

• Graduate MBA Program with 8 different specializations (60 ECTS) 

• Master of Arts in Economics (120 ECTS) 

• International Summer School - take courses with international students and enjoy the Croatian summer. 
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Zagreb School of Economics and Management Becomes the First School in Croatia to 

Earn AACSB International Accreditation (continued) 

What are students saying about Croatia and 

ZSEM? 

“Choosing ZSEM for my international studies has been 

one of the best decisions I have ever 

made” Patrick Lau, United States of America 

“Croatian students at ZSEM are welcoming, warm, and 

friendly. I loved being in ZSEM’s 

international environment!” Pauline Rigaux, France 

 

“Zagreb is a safe and clean city; it’s a great place to be! 

You have many opportunities to enjoy your time. The 

best part – I made friends from all over the world.” 

Veronica Østerdahl, Norway 

Contact Information: 
Junko Subota, MBA 

International Enrollment Officer 

Email: jsubota@zsem.hr 

www.zsem.hr 

The Zagreb School of Economics and Management 

Jordanovac 110 

10000 Zagreb 

Croatia 

Tel: +385 (0)1 2359 289 

Croatian Diaspora Congress – Zagreb 2014 (continued on page 14) 

Croatia’s entrance into the European Union has insti-

gated the need for the development of new strategies 

upon which to base its relationship with the millions 

of Croatians living in the diaspora. With the aim of 

mutually creating new strategies, as well as systema-

tizing the process of monitoring and globally connect-

ing emigrants with their homeland, a joint effort has 

begun to organize the first Croatian diaspora confer-

ence which will be held June 23-27, 2014, in Zagreb. 

Participants will include prominent scholars, public 

and cultural figures, church prelates, missionary 

priests and pastoral associates, along with business 

people from Croatia and the diaspora.     

Croatia belongs to the circle of European countries 

which has one of the largest emigrant populations. 

According to some estimates, there are more than 

2.5 million emigrants, including their descendants, 

living worldwide. In terms of modern day integration 

processes, this is a huge developmental, cultural, 

demographical, and security resource upon which the 

Republic of Croatia can build a successful future and 

bridge the many barriers that have separated the 

unique Croatian national entity in the past.  Today 

several generations of Croatian emigrants living  

outside of Croatia have integrated, and with varying 

degrees have been assimilated, into the societies in 

which they live. However, it is important to note that 

Croatian emigrants have established various organiza-

tions and institutions in their respective host countries 

with the aim of preserving their Croatian national, cul-

tural, and religious identity, as well as connection with 

their mother country. These organizations and institu-

tions can serve as a basis for globally connecting the 

diaspora and achieving the aforementioned strategic 

aims. It is also important to emphasize that the ex-

pected massive return of Croatian emigrants failed to 

occur after the establishment of the independent and 

democratic Republic of Croatia. On the contrary, 

Croatia continues to be a country with a large emi-

grant population outside its borders. A new wave of 

emigration transpired during the process of Croatian 

independence and the Homeland  war, as well as in the 

postwar period. This wave of emigration, in contrast 

to the previous ones, included a significant increase, 

for the first time, in the number of people emigrating 

into Croatia,  in particular, Croatians and Bosnians 

from Bosnia and Herzegovina. This new emigration 

process was stimulated by the events of the war,  



…in addition to the poor economic situation which 

was caused in part by an unjust and ineffective privati-

zation model. At the same time, due to the lack of job 

prospects and educational opportunities, a large num-

ber of young and educated people left, which was par-

ticularly detrimental for Croatia. Moreover, war refu-

gees within Croatia, as well as refugees from Bosnia 

and Herzegovina, affected the growing adverse eco-

nomic and migration situation in Croatia. Since 1991, 

according to some experts, several hundred thousand 

Croatian citizens, including approximately 180,000 

Croatians, migrated to the West.  

At the same time, according to official data, 232, 966 

inhabitants migrated to Croatia  (from 1991), of which 

189,039 from Bosnia Herzgovina. In the same period, 

the mortality rate in Croatia has been larger than the 

birth rate. As a result, homeland policy needs to focus 

on development of better cooperation with the coun-

tries in which Croatian emigrants live. In fact, expatri-

ates have already paved the way for this cooperation. 

It is necessary, furthermore, to scientifically investigate 

and analyze current cooperation since previous experi-

ence has shown that Croatian emigrants are extremely 

successful ambassadors of their home country in the 

world. Moreover, homeland policy needs to encourage 

modern integration processes by focusing on Croatian 

emigrants and planning their return to Croatia.    

However, returning does not simply imply to come 

back, on the contrary, they need to be offered the op-

portunity to have a high quality of life and jobs in  their 

home country. In this context, the Republic of Croatia 

is obligated to provide its emigrants with a secure en-

vironment which will protect the investment of their 

hard-earned capital in homeland resources. A positive 

relationship towards its emigrants and effective action 

is expected from the  
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Croatian Diaspora Congress – Zagreb 2014 (continued) 

Croatian government. In the last few years, unfor-

tunately, the trust between homeland institutions 

and emigrants has, to some extent, been under-

mined. Consequently, it is necessary to invest addi-

tional effort in order to establish cooperation once 

again.  

Furthermore, it is necessary to establish new forms 

of cooperation with emigrants who have no inten-

tion of returning to Croatia. Above all, it is impor-

tant to help them maintain their Croatian identity 

and sense of affiliation with their fellow native 

Croatians, as well as aid in nurturing Croatian tradi-

tions and connections with the homeland. It is par-

ticularly important to stress that these actions 

should be based on long-term goals and be national 

in character, rather than short-term, or the policies 

of political parties. Accession into the European 

Union has provided new opportunities to actualize 

these programs and, accordingly, the design and 

implementation of the programs needs to be based 

on knowledge. The Croatian Diaspora Congress 

will surely achieve the aims of its organisers in that 

it will aid in fostering new strategies with regard to 

Croatian emigrants based on scientific research and 

with the support of relevant institutions and indi-

viduals both within Croatia, as well as among the 

Croatian diaspora.  

We kindly invite you to participate in the confer-

ence and help contribute to its success. For further 

information please contact the program organizing 

committee.  

Secretary: info@hrvatski-iseljenicki-kongres.org 

President of the Programme Organizing Commit-

tee: Prof. dr. sc. Vlado Šakić (vlado.sakic@ pilar.hr)

President of the Organizing Committee: Dr. sc. 

Marin Sopta (marinsopta@hotmail.com)           

Member of the Organizing Committee: Fr. Joseph 

Bebic, (josip.bebicfra@gmail.com) 
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CALL FOR PROPOSALS 

International Conference on Croatians' History, Language, and Migration 
5-7 February, 2014 

Macquarie University in Sydney, Australia 

The conference honours 30 years of Croatian Studies  

at Macquarie University 

Conference Theme  
The focus of the conference is on the development 
of the identity and political consciousness of 
Croatians in Croatia or abroad through the 
exploration of the construction and expression of 
personal and group identities of Croatians of all 
social classes, in all periods from the Middle Ages to 
the modern day.  
 
Themes include but are not limited to:  
 identity 
 history 
 language 
 art 
 trans-national communities 
 Literature 
 Politics 
 
of Croatians in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina 
and all the other places where Croatians live as a 
minority group or diasporic community. 
 
Conference Organisers 

The Croatian  Studies Centre, at the Department 
of International Studies, is organising this 
international conference to honour 30 years of 
teaching the Croatian language at Macquarie 
University in Sydney, Australia. The conference 
aims to bring together researchers and community 
members across various fields of academia and the 
arts to share their research and theories relating to 
the conference themes.  

Types of Contributions: 

1Proposals for in-person presentations at the con-
ference may be submitted as one of two types: 1) 
paper presentation or 2) poster presentation                   

 

Paper presentations: are appropriate for report-
ing on completed scholarly work. Concept papers 
will be considered for presentation. Presenters will 
be allocated a maximum of 30 minutes that will in-
clude 5-10 minutes of question and discussion time. 
Papers are to be presented in English. 

Poster presentations: are best suited for  

works in progress or the dissemination of prelimi-
nary results. Posters may also be suitable for show-
casing artistic and cultural ventures relating to the 
conference themes. 

Proposal Submission Guidelines 
Title: Please ensure that the title is short and sucinct. 
Abstract: The abstract should be 250 words and in 
English 
Font:Times New Roman with a font size of 12 pt. 
Abstract Submission Deadline:15th October, 2013 
Submission Instructions: Email proposals (title and 
abstract) to luka.budak@mq.edu.au or dani-
jel.dzino@mq.edu.au 
 
Registration 
Registration is AU$50 – more details to be supplied in 
second call for papers. 
Important Dates 
Abstract Submission Deadline: October 15, 2013 
Conference Committee’s Decision: November 1, 2013 
Confirmation of Attendance by Presenters: January 6, 
2014 
Conference: February 5-7, 2014 
 
Associated Publication 
All abstracts will be published in the conference boo 
let. Authors of accepted abstracts will be offered the 
opportunity to submit a full paper for peer-review and 
possible publication in a special edition of the Croatian 
Studies Review. The CROATIAN STUDIES REVIEW 
(ISSN: 1440-0448) is a peer-refereed multidisciplinary 
journal with an international editorial board, published 
by: the Croatian Studies Centre, Macquarie University, 
Australia, and financially supported by the Croatian 
Studies Foundation and by State Office for Croats 
Abroad of the Republic of Croatia as of 2013. The 
journal was founded in 1997 and is published once a 
year in collaboration with our partners from Univer-
sity of Split, Croatia. The journal is listed on Hrčak - 
Portal of scientific journals of Croatia, where the 
articles are available for free download (http://
hrcak.srce.hr/chs). Croatian Studies Review is also listed 
on CEEOL (Central and Eastern European Online 
Library database of scholarly journals. 
 
Contact Details 
Please direct all inquiries to: 
mr Luka Budak  luka.budak@mq.edu.au  
or 
Dr Danijel Dzino danijel.dzino@mq.edu.au 
 



Session 2 – Thursday – 2:00-3:45 pm 

2-15 Gender Equality and Inequality in the 

Yugoslav Successor States - Grand Ballroom Salon D  
Chair: Christine Marie Hassenstab, Norwegian U of Science 

and Tech (Norway)  

Papers:  

Jill Ann Irvine, U of Oklahoma: "Gender Equality in Croatia: 

Challenges and Choices"  

Vladimir Dordevic, Masaryk U (Czech Republic): "Gender 

Inequality in the Republic of Serbia"  

Hilde Katrine Haug, U of Oslo (Norway): "Gender Inequal-

ity in Kosovo"  

Disc.: Sabrina Petra Ramet, Norwegian U of Science & Tech-

nology (Norway) Marilyn R. Rueschemeyer, Brown U / 

Rhode Island School of Design 

Session 4 – Friday – 8:00-9:45 am 

4-15 Party Patronage in the Western Balkans - 

Grand Ballroom Salon D  
Papers:  

Andrew Konitzer, U of Pittsburgh, Mila Dragojevic, Se-

wanee: The U of the South: "Pluralism and Patronage: A 

Subnational Analysis of Serbian Party Behavior"  

Sarah Garding, U of California, Berkeley: "Party Finance and 

Patronage in post-Communist Croatia"  

Elton Skendaj, Florida International U: “Party Patronage & 

Electoral Fraud: Evidence from Kosovo"  

Disc.: Jill Ann Irvine, U of Oklahoma 

4-19 Post-Socialist Identities in a Global Con-

text: Cultural Negotiations in Southeast Euro-

pean Literature and Theatre - Grand Ballroom Sa-

lon H; Sponsored by Southeast European Studies Assoc. 
Chair: Laura Olson Osterman, U of Colorado, Boulder  

Papers:  

Angelina Emilova Ilieva, U of Chicago: "Post-Socialist Mascu-

linity in Crisis: Georgi Gospodinov’s 'Natural Novel'"  

Cynthia F. Simmons, Boston College: "Miljenko Jergović at 

the Crossroads of post-Communism, Ex-Yugoslavia, and 

Globalization"  

Vessela Warner, U of Alabama at Birmingham: "Post-

Communist Dialogs with the post-Colonial Balkans in the 

Bulgarian Theatre"  

Disc.: Antje Postema, U of Chicago 

Session 5 – Friday – 10:00-11:45 am 
5-15 Social Media Revolution in Croatia: What 

has Changed in the Relationship between Rep-

resentatives and Represented? - Grand Ballroom 

Salon D  
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Chair: John Peter Kraljic, Croatian Academy of America  

Papers:  

Milica Vuckovic, Institute for New Media and E-Democracy 

(Croatia): "The Role of the Internet in Parliamentary Elec-

tions in Croatia – Longitudinal Analysis of Citizens’ Use of 

Internet in Elections from 1997 to 2011"  

Domagoj Bebic, U of Zagreb (Croatia): "Social Media in 

Croatia –Platform of Distrust or Platform of Empower-

ment?"  

Marijana Grbesa, U of Zagreb (Croatia): "How ‘Social Media 

Revolution’ Has Turned into a PR Revolution: A Critical 

Perspective on Government Communication in Croatia in 

2011 and 2012"  
Disc.: Bernard Zenzerovic, Republic of Croatia, Ministry of 
Tourism (Croatia)     

5-19 From Nation-State to Liquid Society: 
What Kind of Change in the EU and the Bal-
kans? - (Roundtable) - Grand Ballroom Salon H         
Chair: Francine Friedman, Ball State U 
Participants:                     

Sara Barbieri, Europe and the Balkans International Network 

Julie Mostov, Drexel U                                                                    

Robert Craig Nation, US Army War College  

David B. Kanin, Johns Hopkins U                                                              

Francesco Privitera, U of Bologna (Italy)       

             
Session 6 – Friday – 1:00-2:45 pm                                      
6-03 Popular Culture and Entertainment in Bu-
dapest, Belgrade and Zagreb, 1870s-1930s - Bos-
ton University  
Chair: Mark D. Steinberg, U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign  

Papers:  

Alexander I. Vari, Marywood U: "The Seduction of Sugges-

tion: Hypnotism as Entertainment and Matter of Public Con-

cern in Budapest, 1870-1930s"  

Jovana Babovic, U of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign: "From 

Brutes to Caged Beasts: The Domestication of Entertain-

ment in Belgrade’s Mali Kalemegdan Between the Two 

Wars"  

Marina Vujnovic, Monmouth U: "The Emergence of 

Women’s Popular Culture in Interwar Yugoslavia: The Case 

of Women’s Magazine Ženski List"  

Disc.: Nathaniel D. Wood, U of Kansas 

 

6-06 Revolutions Before the Revolution: The 
1820s and 1830s in Central, Eastern and South-

eastern Europe - Clarendon  
Chair: Edin Hajdarpasic, Loyola U Chicago  

Papers:  

Alison F. Frank, Harvard U : "Austria and the Transportation 
Revolution of the 1830s"  
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Larry Wolff, New York U: "East and West in the 1820s: The 

Eastern Question, Greek Independence, and the End of the 

Ottoman Subject in European Opera"  
Holly Case, Cornell U: "Burning Questions: The 1830s and 

the Shared Origins of the Eastern Question, the Jewish 

Question, and the Polish Question"  
Disc.: Maureen Healy, Lewis & Clark College   

                 

6-15 Croatian National Identity in Crisis, 1903-

1928 - Grand Ballroom Salon D                                       
Chair: Ellen Elias-Bursac, Independent Scholar                  

Papers:  

Michael Kenny, U of California San Diego: "Centripetal Na-

tionalists: A History of the Croatian National Party, 1903-

1908" 

Mark Cornwall, U of Southampton (UK): "Croatia in 1914: 

Habsburg Loyalists or Habsburg Traitors?"                                                                        

John Paul Newman, National University of Ireland, 

Maynooth (Ireland): "Refractions of War in Croatia, 1917-

1928”                                             

Disc.: Nives Rumenjak, U of Pittsburgh     

 

Session 7 – Friday – 3:00-4:45 pm                                
7-15 Current Developments in Slovenian For-
eign Policy: Croatia, EU Enlargement, and 
Other Challenges - (Roundtable) - Grand Ballroom 

Salon D                                                                       
Chair: Carole Rogel, Ohio State U 

Participants:  

Toby Martin Applegate, East Carolina U                              
James Gow, King's College London (UK)                          

Charles Bukowski, Bradley U     

 

7-41 Monetary Deficit, Creative Surplus: Aus-
terity Measures and their Impact on East Euro-
pean Film - (Roundtable) - Wellesley                                    
Chair: Dominique Arel, U of Ottawa (Canada) 

Participants:                     
Justyna Anna Beinek, Indiana U                                              

Jessie Labov, Ohio State U                                                   

Catherine E. Portuges, U of Massachusetts, Amherst  
Aida Vidan, Harvard U 

 

Friday Evening Events –  
Association for Croatian Studies – (Meeting) 7:00p.m.

– Columbus                                                                   

Session 10 – Saturday – 10:00-11:45 am10-15 
'The Fiery Wind': Revolution in Croatian His-
tory and Art - Grand Ballroom Salon D                            

Papers:  
Ivo Soljan, Grand Valley State U: “Visions of Revolution in 
Croatian Poetry: From 'Judita' to Vukovar and Beyond" 
John Peter Kraljic, Croatian Academy of America: "Artists in 
Revolution: The Mobilization of Artists and Intellectuals by 
the Communist Party of Croatia During World War II"  
Branimir Vidmarovic, Zagreb School of Economics and Man-
agement: "The Thing That Should Not Be: Russo-Serbo-
Croatian Mythology"  
Disc.: Sarah Anne Kent, U of Wisconsin-Stevens Point 
 

10-19 The Promises and Realities of 'Europe': 
Minorities, Migrant Laborers and Democratiza-
tion in Slovenia & Croatia - Grand Ballroom Salon H 
Chair: Charles Bukowski, Bradley U  
Papers: Ana Bracic, New York U: "EU Accession, Member-
ship and Human Rights: Discrimination against the Roma in 
Slovenia and Croatia"  
Tjasa Ucakar, U of Ljubljana (Slovenia): "Shifting Perspectives 
of Migrant Workers: Social Conditions and Gender Inter-
sections"  
Ana Jee, University of Ljubljana (Slovenia): "The European 
Union and the Democratization Process of the Western 
Balkans: A Critical Perspective"  
Disc.: Veronica E. Aplenc, U. of Pennsylvania Gregor Kranjc, 
Brock U (Canada) 
 

Session 12 – Saturday – 3:00-4:45 pm 
12-10 The Road (not) Taken: Early Choices in 
Language Standardization. - Fairfield  
Chair: Andriy Danylenko, Pace U  
Papers: Anita Peti-Stantic, U of Zagreb (Croatia): "Kopitar's 
Slovene and the Neighboring Slavs"  
Wayles Browne, Cornell U: "Why Standard Ukrainian Did-
n't Include Second-position Clitics (Though it Could Have)"  
Motoki Nomachi, Hokkaido U (Japan): "Have New Slavic 
(Standard) Languages been Born? The Cases of West Poles-
sian and Podlachian"  

Disc.: Jan Ivar Bjornflaten, U of Oslo (Norway) 

12-19 Soccer in the Former Yugoslavia: Patriot-
ism, Urbanism, and Civil War - Grand Ballroom 
Salon H  
Chair: Matthias Neumann, U of East Anglia (UK)  
Papers:  

Richard Mills, U of East Anglia (UK): "Football under Siege: 

The Wartime Game in Bosnia and Hercegovina, 1992-1996"  
Shay Robert Wood, U of Kansas: "Soccer and Urban Identi-

fication in 20th-Century Split"  

Dario Brentin, U College London (UK): "'Are You Croatian 
Enough?' Debating Ethnicity and Patriotism in the post-

Socialist Croatian Sport Field"  

Disc.: Vjekoslav Perica, U of Rijeka (Croatia) 



Session 14 – Sunday – 10:00-11:45 am 
14-09 Collections in our Slavic and East Euro-
pean Diaspora: Preserving and (Re)interpreting 

Collective Memory - Exeter  
Chair: Patricia Kennedy Grimsted, Harvard U  

Papers: J 

ames P. Niessen, Rutgers U: "Hungarians and Romanians"  
Marta Mestrovic Deyrup, Seton Hall U: "Southeast Europe"  

Wojciech Siemaszkiewicz, New York Public Library: "East 

Central Europe"  
Disc.: Mieczyslaw B. Biskupski, Central Connecticut State U 

 

14-15 Remembering Revolutions - Grand Ballroom 

Salon D  
Chair: Cristofer Scarboro, King's College  

Papers:  

Zsuzsanna Zarka, NUI Maynooth: "Images of Hungary’s 
1848-49 Revolution and War of Independence in Irish Politi-

cal Discourse"  

Nives Rumenjak, U of Pittsburgh: "Narrating Revolution and 
Nation in 19th Century Croatia: the Year 1848/1849 in the 

Literary Works of Bude Budisavljevic of Prijedor"  

Ana Todorčevska Matan, U of Zagreb (Croatia) Tonči Kur-
sar, U of Zagreb (Croatia): "The Revolution in the Vortex of 

Croatian History: Conceptual Transformations 1968-2009."  

Disc.: Zhivka Valiavicharska, U of Chicago 
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14-33 Social Movements and Neoliberalism in 
the Postsocialist World #2: Activist Citizenship 
and the New Left in the former Yugoslavia - 

Regis  
Chair: James MacEwan Robertson, New York U  

Papers:  

Marina Antic, U of Wisconsin-Madison: "From the Belly of 
the Beast: An Organizer's Toolbox for Social Justice Move-

ments in post-Socialist Transition"  

Jasmin Mujanovic, York U: "The Long Winter: Contesting 
Democracy in post-Dayton Bosnia"  

Igor Stiks, U of Edinburgh (UK): "Activist Citizenship in the 

Balkans: New Social Movements and a New Left"  
Disc.: Dusan Ilija Bjelic, U of Southern Maine 

 

Session 15 – Sunday – 12:00-1:45 pm 

15-15 New Approaches to Fascism and Anti-
fascism in Interwar Yugoslavia - Grand Ballroom 
Salon D  
Chair: Ellen Elias-Bursac, Independent Scholar  
Papers:  

Filip Erdjelac, Arizona State U: "Democratic and Anti-

Colonial: Ustasha Self-Perceptions from 1931 to 1941"  
James MacEwan Robertson, New York U: "The Regional 

Community as Anti-Fascist Project: Miroslav Krelza's Politi-

cal Aesthetics"  
Ana Antic, Columbia U: "Yugoslav Psychoanalysis, 

'Paleopsychoanalysis' and Rising Fascism" 

ACS MEMBERSHIP FORM MEMBERSHIP DUES FOR 2014 

Regular membership $30.00; Retirees & students $15.00;  Tax deductible contributions accepted!  

Please make checks to Association for Croatian Studies and  send dues with the membership form to:  

Ellen Elias-Bursac, 30 Ellsworth Avenue, Cambridge, MA 02139 

Name_______________________________________________________________ 

Address_____________________________________________________________ 

E-mail_______________________________________________________________ 

All ACS members are asked to keep their addresses updated.  


